
Mental Health SMART Goal
Name:                                                                                    Date:

Diagnosis (if applicable):

Specific

What is your goal? How will you achieve this goal? Who is responsible?

Measurable

What resources will be used to measure the success or failure of your goal? Can you 
measure your goal quantitatively?

Achievable

Have other people achieved this goal before? What do you need to achieve your goal?

Relevant

How is this goal beneficial for you? What do you think the priority level of your goal is in 
your life?



Time-Bound

Are you giving yourself a deadline to complete your goal? What is your deadline? Why did 
you give yourself that long?


	What is your goal How will you achieve this goal Who is responsibleRow1: My goal is to improve my ability to socialize.
I will achieve this goal by attending more events within the next 6 months.
I am responsible to make this happen.
	What resources will be used to measure the success or failure of your goal Can you measure your goal quantitativelyRow1: I can track my progress by noting down all the events I go to that push me out of my comfort zone. 

	Have other people achieved this goal before What do you need to achieve your goalRow1: To make this goal achievable, I can start with lower pressure social settings. If I start with too much in one go, I may fail and not feel ready to restart this goal. I can start with meeting  friend for coffee in a cafe.
	How is this goal beneficial for you What do you think the priority level of your goal is in your lifeRow1: I want to enhance my social skills. Social skills can support me personally and professionally. Unfortunately, due to my social anxiety, I find social interactions difficult and want to help my future by doing this now.
	Are you giving yourself a deadline to complete your goal What is your deadline Why did you give yourself that longRow1: I am giving myself 6 months. I will try to attend at least 2 events per month. I gave myself this deadline as that is how long my counseling sessions are going for and I like the support from my therapist.
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